On the Charge-Transfer Excitations in Azobenzene Maleimide Compounds: A Theoretical Study.
Photoswitchable systems with charge-transfer (CT) transitions have gained much attention during the recent years because of their many emerging applications. CT transitions themselves are of fundamental importance from physical, chemical, engineering, and molecular modeling points of view because they depend on the modified intramolecular electronic structure. CT transitions in azobenzene (AB) were observed when substituted with the maleimide (MI) functional group. This work represents a systematic theoretical study of excited states of the AB-MI structures of eight azo derivatives. In addition to the two main azo transitions (π → π* and n → π*), our calculations show a CT occurring between the azo moiety as a donor and the MI group as an acceptor. The CT mechanism can be characterized based on both the number and the position of the MI fragments. MI groups in the azo structure result in low-energy transitions, changing the order of the main transitions by introducing a CT character. Calculations using both density functional theory (DFT) and high-end molecular orbital theories confirm the CT character of these derivatives, although the order of excited states was found to differ depending on the chosen level of theory. We present here the first theoretical investigation of the electronic excited states (nπ*CT and ππ*CT) and corresponding transitions for this class of compounds. The computational results showed that the CT mechanism in AB-MI derivatives can occur via two pathways: planar and twisted. Our findings are expected to be of substantial interest, especially in the area of molecular optoelectronics and in the design of responsive materials.